Supramolecular Microgels with Molecular Beacons at the Interface for Ultrasensitive, Amplification-Free, and SNP-Selective miRNA Fluorescence Detection.
In this study, a supramolecular structure with femtomolar biorecognition properties is proposed for use in analytical devices. It is obtained by an innovative interface between synthetic hydrogel polymers and molecular beacon (mb) probes. Supramolecularly structured microgels are synthetized with a core-shell architecture with specific dyes polymerized in a desired compartment. Mb probes are opportunely conjugated at the microgel interface so that their recognition mechanism is preserved and their spatial distribution is optimized to avoid crowding effects. The miR-21, a microRNA involved in various biological processes and usually used as a biomarker in early cancer diagnosis, has been selected as the target. The results demonstrate that by tuning the spatial distribution of molecular probes immobilized on the microgel and/or the amount of microgels, the assay shows scalable sensitivity reaching a limit of detection down to about 10 fM, without amplification steps and with detection time as short as 1 h. The assay results specific toward single mutated targets, and it is stable in the presence of high-interfering oligonucleotides concentrations. The miRNA target is also detected in human serum with performances similar to those observed in PBS buffer because of microgel antifouling properties without the need of any surface treatment. All tests were performed in a low sample volume (20 μL). As a result, mb-microgel represents an innovative biosensor to precisely quantify microRNAs in a direct (mix&read), scalable, and selective way. Such an approach paves the way for creating innovative biosensing interfaces with other probes, such as hairpins, aptamers, and PNA.